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Introduction
Do you want a pet hippo? If you do then you 
are reading the right book because this is the 
book for hippo lovers! Your parents have 
probably said no to getting one and now you 
can show them you were right and they were 
wrong! This book contain loads of information 
on hippos and why they are such wonderful pets 
and why you should have one! They are such 
lovely pets because they are so easy to take 
care of and they love veggies. I don't like 
veggies but hippos love them and they will eat 
them any time anywhere, NO MORE VEGGIES! 
You kids need to learn about having a 
responsibility and taking care of a hippo will do 
just the trick to show your parents that you are 
very responsible! It's so fun because it keeps you 
away from the TV and it can be an excuse for it 
eating your homework! Having a hippo will 
make you the most popular kid in the school and 
everyone will want to come to your house. They 
need lots of attention but that's fine because you 
can hire a hippo-sitter. You can also use it as a 
car to get to school and you will have the best 
ride!
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NO MORE VEGGIES 
FOR US KIDS!
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Where to Keep Your 
Hippo

This is probably the hardest part because you 
need to buy a huge blanket, a huge mattress and 
a huge pillow! They normally like to sleep 
outside but in winter they have to sleep inside 
because they are not used to the freezing cold! 
You should put your hippo bed on your patio or 
you can build a little shelter out of wood and 
blankets. Another idea is that your hippo could 
sleep in your garage and your parents car can 
sleep outside on your driveway! Make sure your 
hippo has access to water or they will die of 
dehydration! They also need a big dam/pool to 
swim in and it needs to have a lot of mud in it 
because they use the mud to stay warm and to 
stop the bugs from biting them. If your hippo is a 
girl then there is a chance that she might be 
pregnant. If your hippo does give birth then you 
don't need to separate them unless they start to 
fight. You must also let the hippo family sleep 
inside until they are ready to stay outside. 
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Feeding Your Hippo
Here's another awesome thing about hippos... 
THEY LOVE VEGIES! A good place to keep all 
your hippos food is in a mini fridge somewhere 
close to the place where your hippo stays and 
it must be a different fridge to your normal 
one. Hippos eat almost any plant so never put 
poison on your plants because they will 
definitely eat them and then your hippo will 
die! The only plants hippos are not allowed to 
eat are Dandelion Fluff, Cactuses, Ferns, Roses, 
Herbs, Daisys,  Snapdragons, Poppies and 
Sunflowers! Your hippo will eat these almost 
anytime, anywhere... Jasmine, grass, weeds, 
Tulips, Foxglove, Carrots, Beans, Tomatoes, 
Potatoes, Broccoli, Cabbage and Cauliflower! 
Just in case you were wondering, hippos do not 
need knives, forks or spoons. You should put 
their food in shallow bowls and their water 
should be put in a deepish bowl. Remember to 
clean their water once a day and to give them 
fresh food twice a day! 
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Keeping Your Hippo 
Clean and Pong Free

Hopefully you have a miniature hippo 
because if you do then you can wash 
them in your bath. If you don't then 
you have a bit of a problem! So if you 
do have a normal sized hippo then 
you can use a jacuuzi if you have one 
but if you don't then you can jut take 
them to the vet to get washed. To wash 
a hippo you need some hippo-proof 
soap and lots of water. Make sure that 
the water is a little cooler than luc-
warm otherwise your hippo will not 
stay in one place. Don't forget to heck 
if your hippo has any ticks because 
ticks can kill your hippo! When you 
are looking for ticks always wear 
gloves, you don't want to get bitten by 
a tick! 
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Training Your Hippo
Your hippo will probably want to go in the kitchen all the time. A 
good way to keep your hippo out of the kitchen and your home 
is to paint your doors white because hippos hate the colour of 
white and will not go near it! Just make sure that your hippos 
pool is not white. If you have a veggie patch then just put a white 
fence with a white gate around your veggie patch! To teach your 
hippo how to do simple tricks just follow these easy steps: 
 
To Sit: 
 
Push your hippos' bottom down and say sit. Then give your hippo 
a small treat. Keep doing this twice a day and a week later tour 
hippo can sit when you say so! 
 
To Lie Down: 
 
(This trick can only be done once your hippo knows how to sit) 
Tell your hippo to sit and give it a treat. Then put another treat in 
front of your hippo on the floor. Give your hippos head a little 
push and say lie down. After your hippo has done that give it 
another treat and do this three times a day for two weeks and 
your hippo will become a natural at this trick! 
 
To Stand On Two Legs:  
 
(You will need a chair for this trick if your hippo is a normal sized 
one) Stand on a chair and have a big treat in your hand, but 
make sure that your hippo cant reach the treat even if it does 
stand up. Your hippo should see th treat and then it will try to get 
it. Once it is standing say stand and give it the treat! Do this five 
times a day for three weeks so that your hippo doesn't eat your 
hand!
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Dangers or Problems
If you want to keep a hippo without your 
neighbors complaining just make sure you have 
a strong wall around your garden and 
remember to paint it white! To avoid getting 
eaten by your hippo just form a special bond 
with it and make sure that you don't threaten it 
or hurt it! Always have a bird house in your 
garden because your hippo will make friends 
with the birds and they will eat the bugs that 
annoy your hippo. Make sure that there are 
absolutely no lions, tigers, cheetahs, panthers 
or any other hippos that are not part of the 
family. If there are any of those animals you 
might wake up to a dead hippo and a very full 
lion/cheetah/panther! Hippos don't normally 
make noises but if they do its because they 
have been threatened by something or 
someone. Never ever ever put a bicycle in front 
of a hippo because it will stomp and walk all 
over your bicycle and completely ruin it! 
(Nobody knows why they do it only bicycles 
but they just hate them!)



I really hope that you have 
learned something! If you 
have not then you just 
wasted money on 
something that you will 
never read again! Though if 
you have learned something 
then that is great because 
now you are ready to get 
your own hippo! Just 
remember: If you ever get 
hurt you are not allowed to 
blame me because you 
were the one who chose to 
have a pet hippo. This book 
also has its copyright rules 
and no copying is allowed!

Something Extra



Thanks For Reading My 
Book


